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LESSON 10 

 
Definition of Lower Signs (one-cell contraction) 

Combinations of dots which contain neither dot 1 nor dot 4 

form these lower contractions. There are lower wordsigns and 

lower groupsigns. Following are the lower contractions that will 

be studied in this lesson. 

 
WORDSIGN MEANING 
9   in  
5   enough 
2   be 
8 his 
0   was 
7   were 
 
GROUPSIGN MEANING 
9   in 
5   en 
2   be 
3   con 
4   dis 
 
Note that the WORDSIGNS in, enough, and be are the same as 
the groupsigns for in, en, and be. 
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Lower Wordsigns for be, his, was, were  
These contractions, when standing alone, represent whole 

words.  

 

Example: 

Was the food in his backpack enough for the hike? It may be 

that more sandwiches were needed. 

 

,0 ! food 9 8 backpack 5 = ! hike8 
,x may 2 t m s&wi*es 7 ne$$4 
 

RULE: In contact with lower punctuation or indicators. The 

contractions for be, his, was, and were LOOK the same as 

certain marks of punctuation. To avoid confusion with 

punctuation, these wordsigns are only used when they are not 

in direct contact with any punctuation that has only lower dots. 

Lower wordsigns may, however, be in contact with capital 

indicators. Thus, in the following sentence none of the lower 

wordsigns can be used.  

 
“His history book was—or rather is—the same color as my 
books were.” 
 
8,his hi/ory book was,-or r is,-! 
same color z my books w]e40  
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RULE: enough. This wordsign is used when the word enough is 

standing alone, and, unlike be, were, his, and was, it can be 

used when in contact with lower punctuation signs provided 

the sequence contains upper dots. It can also be used in the 

word enough's. 

 
"Enough!"   8,5\<60 
 
"We have more than enough pictures.  

,we h m ?an 5 pictures4 
 
RULE: The lower wordsigns for be, his, was, were, and enough 
cannot be used next to a slash because they must always stand 
alone.  
 
Example: his/hers   his_/h]s 
 
 


